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01 Back to local production

LOCAL production is the KEY, we are giving you the 
tools to make it happen.

Local Production of masks is the door to overcome the 
#Covid19 spreading, we are giving you the key to enter it.
Sip-Italy provides you the right tools for Local mask 
Production according to your country standards.

Let’s produce “LOCALLY”!
Be the ONE who makes the difference: produce masks “LOCALLY”, 
bring back the production.

The #Covid19 pandemic pushes us to think out of the box.
The whole world must react and find solutions for our 

communities.

Our Company is glad to announce that we have launched onto the 
market a new range of automatic patented units for the profitable 
production of washable surgical masks.

In all countries, we absolutely need surgical masks in large 
quantities and on time. Someone has to make it happen as soon as 
possible! 

Every single nation must have its own supply chain for the 
production of surgical masks, not dependent on the import of 
products from foreign manufacturers, without any guarantee of 
availability and delivery, production quality and unstable 
purchase costs, (eg. as Chinese ones).

BE INDEPENDENT - the production of masks MUST BE DONE in YOUR country! 
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02 When the emergency is over

No money wasting, what you invest today will 
always be valued. 

What you do today also matters tomorrow. 

Following the outbreak of #Covid19, our company 
Sip Italy has launched onto the market a new range 
of automatic patented units for washable surgical 
masks lean production.

But we didn’t stop there, we did more!

the investment in our equipment can be 
mostly reconverted later for garment 
production, and hopefully…not again for 
mask production!

In all countries, we absolutely need surgical masks in 
large quantities and on time.

Get in touch with us and find out our Sip-Italy 
Surgical Masks Lean Production Units.

www.sip-italy.com

RECOVER YOUR INVESTMENT
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03 Mask production 24/7

As a reaction to #Covid19 outbreak, our Company started the production of new fully automatic patented units for 
surgical masks lean production.

We are a mechatronic company tech provider, with not only a proven high-end standard of engineering and 
manufacture for all our products, we have also been constantly exporting machinery and turn-key projects to 
around 30 countries around the world for many years.

Sip-Italy technical division was able to design an amazing modular technology for the entire process, starting from 
the rolls of fabric/non-woven material, obtaining the surgical mask in a fully automatic way, without direct workers.

We have different units and modules configurations, the great average productivity for our MASK.MODULE.4PLUS 
configuration is 3.000 surgical masks/hour.

What we offer you:

The production line is designed to produce eg. 3 layers of Surgical style Mask. The surgical style mask is the most 
commonly worn, cheap and disposable mask, which will limit the chance of inhaling large, infectious particles 
circulating near the face. Mask.module produces surgical styke masks, rectangular in shape, by coupling three 
layers of filtering fabric. We are introducing in different markets a different style of masks with, for example, the 
following construction: 
- external layer: 100% natural cotton fiber, washable, possibility of customization with printing or embroidery
- middle layer: non-woven filtering fabric with barrier purpose, placed between the external and internal layer
- internal layer: 100% natural cotton fiber, washable, soft contact

UNCOMPARABLE MODULARITY AND PRODUCTIVITY



03 Mask production 24/7

UNCOMPARABLE MODULARITY AND PRODUCTIVITY

Complete unit for 24/7 masks production convertible into other processes
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04 Contact us

Get in touch with us for any other insight

Via Maestri del Lavoro, 16 
37059 Santa Maria di Zevio 
VERONA - ITALY 
  
P  +39 045 605  0205 

F  +39 045 605 1645 

M  info@sip-italy.com 

http://www.sip-italy.com/contacts.html
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